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Shutterstock What can compete with texts, Minecraft, and listen to Taylor Swift? These books can.  Courtesy of J.K. Rowling's Scholastic Inc. Late elementary or early high school is the perfect time for your child to embark on this much adored series full of magical potions and cute characters. The letter is so good you can read together if
you haven't already.   Advertising Advertising Courtesy of Macmillan Children's Publishing Natalie BabbettThis book explores thought-provoking, conversation-starting themes: What if you could live forever?  Courtesy random house children's books RJ PalacioThis blockbuster, which sparked a select kind of movement in schools, centers
on Auggie, a fifth-grader with facial strain who is going to mainstream school for the first time. Most children will refer to the wider theme of the book - the choice of kindness as a way to combat bullying.  Advertising Courtesy of HarperCollins by Soman ChainaniIf your child loves a fantasy book, this is a three-part series, about best friends
who are seemingly placed in wrong schools, packed with plot twists.    Provided by Random House Children's Books by Carl Hiaasen Although it has quirky characters and situations (reality show is part of the plot), this book addresses social and environmental issues.  Provided by HarperCollins Children's Books Lemony SnicketThis a
series of 13 books follows the lives of three cute children after the death of their parents in the fire. Hope and kindness are among the key messages. Advertising Advertising Courtesy of Scholastic Inc. Brian SelznickEncourage your child to study photos- more than 250 pages of drawings interspersed with about the same amount of prose
in this clever format.  Courtesy of Graphix By Raina TelgemeierIn this popular graphic novel, sixth-grader Raina falls after a Girl Scout ride, damaging her two front teeth. Between this, the earthquake, and the boy confusion, there's a lot of high school drama going on. If your child likes this book, read The Sisters of the same author.  
Provided by HarperCollins Children's Book Thanhhi Lai Lai Lai Ina's narrative poetry, this account of the energetic 10-year-old fled Vietnam is a great book to read with your children because you'll enjoy it as much as they will. Advertising courtesy of Algonquin young readers Tracy Batiste children who love supernatural books, this
mesmerizing adaptation of Haitian fairy tales is just scary enough.  Shutterstock These titles for the soon-to-be third and fourth grades are so mesmerizing they will be able to compete with TV, apps and other distractions.  Courtesy random House Children's Books By Chris GrabensteIt Charlie and Charlie Plant meets a night at the
museum in this tense story about students must find a way out of the locked library.  Advertising Advertising Courtesy of Abrams Books Bell In this graphic novel memoir, Bell (who called himself El Deafo as a child) explores what he wanted to do with first class hearing aids. Your child will find the dialogue surprisingly relatable.  Provided
by Scholastic Publishing Natalie LloydIntricate plots and stories about the magical city will keep your child reading. And this book in particular is a great stock booster! Advertising Courtesy of HarperCollins Children's Books by C.S. Lewis This is the story of four siblings who step through a closet to find themselves in the land threatened by
the eternal winter of an evil witch will keep your child in suspense. Watch the movie with the child after that, and talk about the similarities and differences.  Provided by Disney Publishing's Sarah PennypackerKids, who love books that delve into school dramas will be absorbed into this plot: When it's third graders turn, a lineman and
assistant class, something goes wrong and threatens Clementine's friendship. Courtesy of Penguin Young Readers Roald DahlSuggest Your Child read it before Steven Spielberg directed the film debuts on July 1. BFG stands for a great friendly giant, and his job is to deliver the pleasant dreams of Sophie, an orphan. No spoilers!
Advertising Advertising Courtesy of HarperCollins Children's Books by Laura Ingells WilderThe first book in the Little House series depicts a pioneer of life for 4-year-old Laura and her family. Ask your child about the problems and solutions that history portrays about life on the border.  Courtesy of Penguin Young Readers Judy
BloomRemember Fudge, Peter, and Sheila from your childhood? It will be great to see what your child thinks about these characters, and how the book is worth the test of time.   Provided by HarperCollins Children's Books By Beverly ClearySchool Age Children with Preschool or Toddler Siblings will relate to an altercation between two
title characters. It is written from the perspective of 9-year-old Beatrice, known as Beezus.   Advertising courtesy of Macmillan Children's Publishing Group Nick BruelComical black and white illustrations add to the fun of this tale of a cat who desires a special gift. The Every Child in the Park program gives all fourth-graders in the U.S. a
pass that allows them to put them in all national parks of the country for free, throughout the year. As an added bonus, parents, siblings, friends and teachers can also use the free pass. This free national park pass is given to students to encourage them to visit national parks and public lands so they can learn about nature and become
supporters of national parks. If you are a military family, you are also entitled to a free military park pass and have a number National Park free days every year that everyone can enjoy. Visit Every Child in the Park and click on Get Your Pass. Make sure you have a child in fourth grade or homeschool equivalent and click Play. You will go
through a number of questions about the adventure your child would like to go on. I recommend grabbing your kid and getting them involved at this point. This is a great opportunity to get them excited about getting outdoors and being active. After a few questions, you can click Get a Pass now. Search your zip code and then you will be
delivered to the screen where you can print out a free national park pass. Here's a list of national parks if you're looking for one to visit. Each pass has a unique code on it, so you won't be able to share the pass. All fourth graders are encouraged to go online and get their own free pass. When you visit a national park that charges entry
fees, not only does your fourth grader get free, but siblings and parents can get free too. Here are the details: If the national park charges per person, fourth graders as well as all children under the age of 16 and up to 3 adults also get free. If there is a vehicle fee for the national park, the fourth grader, like everyone else in the car (children
and adults), will also be allowed free entry. Commercial vehicles are excluded. If you arrive by bike to the national park, fourth grader, all children under the age of 16, and up to 3 adults will be admitted free of charge. This new program has something special for teachers as well. Fourth-grade teachers can get a free pass to the national
park for each of their fourth-grade students. You need to be a teacher at a U.S. or U.S. military school to get free passes. You can also work for a youth organization that interacts with fourth graders. This includes camp principals, after-school leaders, home school leaders, or religious leadership groups. There are also work manuals that
include lessons on land and water, governance, indigenous peoples and civic science. All fourth-graders can use the free admission to the national park from September 1, 2019 to August 31, 2020 for the 2019-2020 school year. When you arrive at the national park, show the ranger your pass when you enter. If there is no ranger on duty,
just place the aisle on the dash of your car. You must print a paper copy of the National Park Pass, electronic versions will not be accepted. In some national parks, they will allow you to exchange your paper pass for a plastic pass, which you can use for part of the school year. Here are some additional restrictions on the pass of the
fourth-grader of the national park: the pass can not be transferred. If you forget the pass and end up having to pay the entrance fee, you can't ask for a refund. If you lose your pass you can just sign up again and print out another. Teh Teh The National Park pass does not include a waiver fee, boat rental, tours, or private operator fees.
You will need to pay any fees for local, city or state parks that will not accept the pass. The following 2nd grade mathematics tables relate to the basic concepts taught in the second grade. Concepts considered include: money, addition, subtraction, problem with word, subtraction and talking time. You'll need an Adobe reader for the
following sheets. Second-class sheets were created to emphasize understanding of the concept and should not be used in isolation to teach the concept. Each concept should be taught using mathematical manipulative and many specific experiences. For example, when learning to subtraction, use cereals, coins, jelly beans and provide a
lot of experience with the physical movement of objects and print the number of offer (8 - 3 No. 5). Then move to the sheets. For word problems, students/students need to have an understanding of the required calculations, and then the impact of word problems are needed to ensure they can use computing in genuine situations.   At the
beginning of the factions, a lot of experience with pizza, fractional bars and circles should be used to provide understanding. The factions have two components to understand, parts set (eggs, rows in gardens) and whole parts (pizza, chocolate bars, etc.)  I have someone who is a fun game to enhance learning. Training.
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